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Abstract
Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr) is a nutrient-rich crop with limited consumer acceptability because of the
presence of off-�avour. Owing to the ubiquity of iso�avones in soybean, their inherent antioxidant
potential, and inhibitory effect on lipoxygenase activity, their sensorial attribute in mitigating off-�avour is
currently being envisaged. We estimated the content and composition of iso�avones in 17 soybean
cultivars and established the correlation between iso�avone pro�le and lipid peroxidation, which was
measured in terms of Thiobarbituric acid (TBA) number and carbonyl value. The results showed a
signi�cant negative correlation of these parameters with the total iso�avone content and genistein:
daidzein ratio. Besides, expression analysis of a key gene involved in iso�avone biosynthesis, i.e.,
iso�avone synthase (IFS1 and IFS2) in contrasting soybean genotypes during seed development revealed
a higher expression of both isoforms in Bragg (High iso�avone) as compared to PUSA 40 (Low
iso�avone) at different stages of seed development accompanied by more iso�avone accumulation. The
cloning and in silico analysis of IFS isoforms revealed a more signi�cant interaction with other
biosynthesis enzymes by the IFS2, indicating its more substantial role in iso�avone synthesis. IFS2
overexpression thus can be a valuable target to increase iso�avone biosynthesis, thereby scavenging off-
�avour.

Introduction
Soybean is the most widely cultivated legume crop around the globe. Primarily, it is used for edible oil
extraction and as animal feed. The various nutrients in soybean make it an excellent candidate for
human consumption (Liu 1997). Especially the soy protein is often considered of the highest quality
amongst plant proteins due to its high protein digestibility corrected amino acid score (PDCAAS)
comparable to animal proteins (Hughes et al. 2011). The presence of beany �avour impedes consumer
acceptance of soybean and their products (Nedele et al. 2021). Lipoxygenase (LOX) is a signi�cant
contributor to this astringency. LOX is an iron-containing dioxygenase catalysing the oxidation of
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) with a cis-1, 4-pentadiene structure. As soybean has a very high
content of PUFAs and LOX, it is highly susceptible to oxidation. This results in the generation of
hydroperoxyl fatty acids. These hydroperoxyl fatty acids then get converted into volatile compounds like
hexanal by hydroperoxide lyase (HPL). These compounds are the ones responsible for grassy-beany off-
�avour. Inhibition of this off-�avour-producing pathway has been the target to reduce off-�avour. An
inverse relation between the amount of vitamin E  an potent antioxidant, and Thiobarbituric acid (TBA)
number, an indicator of the extent of lipid peroxidation, has been observed, suggesting increased
antioxidants content may help improve �avour characteristics (Dahuja and Madaan 2004). Iso�avones
are another class of antioxidative secondary metabolites almost exclusively present in the plants
belonging to the Papilionaceae family, with soybean as the richest source (Abotaleb et al. 2018).
Iso�avones impart various human health bene�ts like prevention of osteoporosis and anticancerous
effects due to their structural similarity with female estrogens and antioxidant effects (Křížová et al. 
2019; Yamagata 2019). Depending upon the structure, different iso�avones vary in these properties.
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Iso�avones are a member of �avonoids where the position of one aromatic ring is shifted. Major
iso�avones in soybean are genistein, daidzein and glycitein, present predominantly in the glycosidic
forms: genistin, daidzin and glycitin, respectively, with malonyl and acetyl decorations at the 6th position
of glucose. Iso�avone biosynthesis takes place via a branch of the phenylpropanoid pathway. Iso�avone
synthase (IFS), a cytochrome P450 monooxygenase bound to the endoplasmic reticulum, is a crucial
enzyme involved in this pathway. It causes hydroxylation coupled with aryl group migration resulting in
shifting of ring position. In soybean, two isoforms (IFS1 and IFS2) of this enzyme are present (Jung et al. 
2000).

Reports suggest that iso�avones inhibit the activity of LOX, a principal enzyme involved in off-�avour
generation. They act by reducing the active state of ferric iron to ferrous form and function as an
antioxidant for their ability to scavenge free radicals (Mahesha et al. 2007; Tsen et al. 2016). Tewari et al 
(2014) reported an increase in the level of iso�avones upon treatment with low doses of gamma
irradiation. Also, they observed a signi�cant decrease in the level of off-�avour determining parameters
upon irradiation treatment like LOX activity, carbonyl value and TBA number. The present study focused
on studying the role of iso�avones in preventing off-�avour generation in soybean. The variation in the
iso�avone pro�le of 17 Indian soybean cultivars was measured, and their correlation with off-�avour
determining parameters was also calculated. In addition, cloning, gene expression analysis of IFS
isoforms in developing soybean seeds and in-silico analysis were carried out. 

Materials And Methods

2.1 HPLC analysis for determining iso�avone content and
composition
17 soybean genotypes were selected for estimation of iso�avone content using HPLC. Among these, ten
genotypes had yellow-coloured seed coats, while the remaining seven possessed black-coloured seed
coats. Seeds were generously procured from Dr S.K. Lal, Division of Genetics, ICAR-Indian Agricultural
Research Institute, New Delhi. Two contrasting varieties were selected for further molecular studies based
on the total iso�avone content. Three biological replications were used throughout the experiment.
Preparation of sample extract, standard curve and HPLC conditions were performed as per Kumar et al 
(2010) with slight modi�cations. The chromatography was performed in a Waters 2695 chromatograph
(Waters Corp., Milford, MA, USA) with a 2998 Photodiode array (PDA) detector and C18 silica column as
the stationary phase. A binary gradient of acetonitrile (ACN) and water was used as the mobile phase
with a �ow rate of 1.5 ml/min. 13% ACN was used for the initial 1 min. of HPLC separation with the ACN
concentration reaching 30% at 20 min. and again reducing to 13% at the end of the run, i.e., 25 min.

2.2 Estimation of TBA number 
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Upon lipid peroxidation, malondialdehyde (MDA), a degradation product of lipid hydroperoxides, is
formed. The level of MDA formed is measured in terms of TBA number. An adduct is formed upon the
reaction of MDA with TBA. The adduct gives a pink colour whose absorbance is estimated at
532nm (Ohkawa et al. 1979). Brie�y, about 400 mg of overnight soaked soybean seeds were
homogenised with 4.0 ml of distilled water followed by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 35 minutes to get
the clear extract. 0.2 ml of this extract was mixed with 0.2 ml of 8.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), 1.5
ml of 20% acetic acid (pH 3.5) and 1.5 ml of 0.8% TBA and kept in boiling water bath for 60 minutes.
After cooling, 1.0 ml of distilled water and 5.0 ml of n-butanol-pyridine (15:1) were added, and the tubes
were shaken vigorously. It was then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes. The pink-coloured organic
layer formed at the top was separated from the aqueous phase, and absorbance was taken at 532nm.
The standard curve was prepared using tetra ethoxy propane (TEP) ranging from 10 to 70 nmoles, and
the level of lipid peroxides was expressed as nmoles of MDA/g fresh weight.

2.2 Assessment of carbonyl value
The carbonyls were estimated using the method described by Henick et al (1954). The 2,4-dinitrophenyl
hydrazine reacts with the aldehydes and ketones to form their 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone derivatives
converted to wine red coloured complex under alkaline conditions by KOH. Carbonyls were determined by
measuring the absorbance of the coloured complex at 480 nm. Brie�y, the sample extract (0.5 ml)
prepared above was mixed with 0.5 ml of 2, 4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (0.05%) and heated in a water bath
at 60˚C for 30 minutes. After cooling, 1.0 ml of KOH (4%) was added, and a characteristic wine-red colour
appeared. Ten minutes after the appearance of the wine-red colour, absorbance was taken at 480nm.
Carbonyls were estimated by using the formula (A = E max x C x L); where A= Absorbance, E max = 2.72 x

104 (L mol-1 cm-1), C = Concentration (mol L-1), L = Path length (cm).

2.3 Quantitative expression analysis of iso�avone synthase
gene
Using the iso�avone content data estimated above, we selected two extremely contrasting genotypes viz
Bragg (High iso�avone) & PUSA 40(Low iso�avone). Real-time expression analysis of IFS1 and IFS2 was
performed at 35, 45 and 55 days after �owering (DAF) in contrasting soybean genotypes grown in the
open �eld at ICAR-IARI, New Delhi. RNA was isolated using the Trizol method, and the �rst strand of cDNA
was synthesised from it. All the primers for qPCR (~150bp) were designed using PrimerBlast software
available at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/). The housekeeping gene actin 2/7
was used as an internal control for data normalisation (S1). qPCR was carried out using BioRad CFX96
machine in a reaction volume of 20 ml containing SYBRR Green JumpStartTM Taq ReadyMixTM (Sigma),
Forward primer (10 mM), reverse primer (10 mM) and ten ng/ml of cDNA using conditions of 94˚C for 5
min, then 40 cycles of 94˚C for 15s, 55˚C for 30 s and 72˚C for 45s. The relative expression level was
calculated following the 2-ΔΔCt method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001). Standard errors and standard
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deviations were calculated from 3 technical and biological replicates. Seed samples of 35 DAF were
considered as the calibrator. The resulting PCR products were also analysed by agarose gel
electrophoresis to determine the speci�city.

2.4 Cloning of IFS1 and IFS2 cDNA
According to the manufacturer's protocol, total RNA was isolated from soybean seeds using RNAiso plus
(TAKARA). IFS1 and IFS2 full-length CDS were ampli�ed from the DS2706 cultivar of soybean. Both
forward and reverse primers were designed using PrimerBlast. The ampli�ed PCR products were gel
eluted using Quick Guide PCR puri�cation kit (Solgent) and kept for ligation in a pENTR/D-TOPO vector,
an entry vector for the Gateway® System, for 30 minutes at 23oC in a 2:1 molar ratio of insert and vector.
3 µl of ligation mix was transformed into the TOP10 chemically competent cell of E. coli. Six colonies
from each clone were inoculated for plasmid isolation. The con�rmation was done by (A) PvuII digestion,
(B) PCR and (C) Sanger sequencing. 

2.5 In silico analysis
The nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of IFS1 and IFS2 were compared through NCBI
BLAST. The three-dimensional structures of the IFS1 and IFS2 proteins from their amino acid sequence
were generated using RoseTTAFold, a deep learning-based structure prediction tool
(https://robetta.bakerlab.org). This algorithm is a non-homology-based method which works by pattern
detection in protein sequences, interaction amongst the amino acid residues and probable protein tertiary
structure, and simultaneously determining everything ((Baek et al. 2021). These predicted models were
tested using the MolProbity server (Williams et al. 2018), where the favoured rotamers and
Ramachandran plot distribution with ϕ and ψ angles were analysed. After testing predicted structures, the
protein-ligand docking analysis was done via the CB-Dock2 tool. It is based on the blind docking principle
using AutoDock Vina, and the protein structure was input as a PDB �le, whereas the ligand was provided
in the SDF format (Liu et al. 2020). The interactions of IFS1 and IFS2 with other proteins were predicted
using STRING (Szklarczyk et al. 2015). 

Results & Discussion

3.1 Content and composition analysis of iso�avones in
soybean genotypes
A large amount of variation exists for iso�avone content and composition in the soybean
genotypes (Azam et al. 2020), with malonylated derivatives of genistin and daidzin being the most
dominant (Tepavčević et al. 2021). Health bene�ts (including bioavailability) of these different
iso�avones and their lox inhibitors potential could also vary with structural characteristics. Due to the
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prevalence of these substituted derivatives, we decided to undertake a comparison of iso�avone
aglycones. For this, the acidic hydrolysis of iso�avones was carried out. 17 soybean genotypes were
assessed for total iso�avone content and composition to explore its relationship with indices of off-
�avour generation (TBA number and carbonyl value) in soybean. Enormous variation was observed
amongst cultivars in the total iso�avone content and the content of individual forms of these iso�avones
(Table 1). The total iso�avone content was expressed as μg/g of soy �our, ranging between 153.53 ±
7.22 (µg/g) for PUSA 40 to 1146.42 ± 43.47 (µg/g) for Bragg (�g. 1). Bragg and PUSA 40 were identi�ed
as the high and low iso�avone containing genotypes of soybean, respectively and thus selected for gene
expression analysis of iso�avone synthase (IFS). Similarly, earlier studies have observed enormous
variation in iso�avone content and composition for soybean genotypes grown in different ecoregions
 (Azam et al. 2020). PK 1042 and PK 416 were identi�ed as the soybean genotypes having a maximum
(1.64) and minimum (0.33) Genistein: Daidzein ratio, respectively. 

3.2 The assessment of the extent of lipid peroxidation in
different soybean genotypes
TBA number is a well-established measure of lipid peroxidation (Ganhão et al. 2011). It detects lipid
hydroperoxides produced during this oxidation, and its amount is expressed in nmoles/g of seed. The
soybean genotypes tested for TBA number ranged from 46.67 ±4.16 nmol/g for BS1 to 307.33 ± 8.08
nmol/g for UPSL 340 (Fig. 2). Similarly, the carbonyl value measures the number of aldehydes and
ketone, which is associated with the generation of off-�avour. Its values were expressed in nmoles/g of
seed and ranged from 378.95 ± 4.64 nmol/g for EC 109514 to 674.54 ± 4.64 nmol/g for UPSL 340 (Fig.
3). The extent of correlation present between iso�avone content and parameters taken as indices of off-
�avour was measured in terms of Pearson's correlation coe�cients. The observed value for the
correlation coe�cient between total iso�avone content and carbonyl value was 0.089, and that of TBA
number and total iso�avone content was 0.016 (Table 2). Amongst the various soy iso�avones, genistein
has been reported to have the maximum antioxidant activity (Mahesha et al. 2007). Therefore, the
correlation of particular forms of iso�avones with these parameters is expected to differ. Hence, the
correlation coe�cients of off-�avour-determining parameters were also calculated for the genistein and
genistein: daidzein ratio. The correlation between genistein content and carbonyl value was -0.12 and
between TBA number and genistein content was -0.15. In the genistein: daidzein ratio, the value of the
correlation coe�cient for TBA number and carbonyl value were -0.41 and -0.42, respectively. The higher
antioxidant potential of genistein compared to daidzein can be the reason behind this
observation (Ruiz‐Larrea et al. 1997). Genistein is also a more potent inhibitor of soybean LOX, with a
half inhibitory concentration (IC50) value of 107µM compared to 140µM for daidzein (Mahesha et al. 
2007; Vicaş et al. 2011). Previously, Dahuja and Madaan (2004) also observed an inverse relationship
between the levels of antioxidant enzymes and the values of off-�avour determining parameters like TBA
number and carbonyl value. So, the ability of genistein as an inhibitor of LOX and a general antioxidant
seems to be responsible for a reduction in indices of off-�avour generation. 
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3.3 Quantitative gene expression analysis of IFS and
iso�avone pro�le at three stages of seed development
Iso�avone synthase is the key enzyme of iso�avone biosynthesis responsible for synthesising iso�avone
aglycone backbones. There exist two different isoforms of IFS in soybean. In order to determine the
relative contribution of these isoforms towards iso�avone accumulation in soybean seeds, we carried out
the gene expression analysis of IFS1 and IFS2 in two contrasting soybean genotypes, i.e., Bragg (high
iso�avone) & PUSA 40 (low iso�avone) at 3 stages of seed development. Expression pro�ling suggests
that the expression level of IFS1 increased with the advancement in the developmental stage in PUSA 40
(Fig. 4). However, a non-linear and irregular trend was observed in the expression of IFS1 in Bragg; it �rst
increased 2.34-fold from 35 DAF (Days After Flowering) to 45 DAF and then decreased to 2.22-fold at 55
DAF. An increasing trend was observed for IFS2 throughout Bragg's case, but expression level decreased
with each developmental stage in PUSA 40. In quantitative terms, an overall 9.34-fold enhancement in the
expression of IFS2 was observed in Bragg at 55 DAF compared to its expression at 35 DAF. In
comparison, the expression reduced to about 6% of the value at 35 DAF in PUSA 40. These results align
with the study by Dhaubhadel et al (2003), who observed the accumulation of IFS2 transcripts in later
stages of seed development, but IFS1 expression stayed constant throughout. Gutierrez‐Gonzalez et al 
(2010) also observed a more signi�cant increase in IFS2 expression of up to 20-fold at 70 days after
pollination compared to 30 days after pollination during seed development. IFS1, in contrast, only
increased 4-fold in the same period. The corresponding levels of the total iso�avone contents at each
stage were also determined using HPLC. Total iso�avone content in Bragg remained higher than PUSA 40
at all three stages of seed development.

Further, the total iso�avone content in Bragg showed an increase from 14.07 µg/gm to 78.4 µg/gm at 55
DAF, but in the case of PUSA 40, this increase observed was only about 2.19-fold from 35 DAF to 55
DAF. The expression of IFS2 matched the pattern of iso�avone accumulation in developing soybean
seeds. However, no such correlation could be observed with expression levels of IFS1, as the two
contrasting cultivars, despite having similar expression levels of IFS1, differed signi�cantly in the
iso�avone levels at all the stages of seed development, the difference in the iso�avone being more
pronounced at 55 DAF. Thus, IFS2 may directly affect the iso�avone accumulation during the grain �lling
stage.

3.4 Cloning and in-silico analysis of IFS1 and IFS2
The results of qRT PCR analysis suggested a putative role of iso�avone synthase in the accumulation of
iso�avones in soybean seeds, which encouraged us to delve deeper into the analysis of isoforms. Based
on the sequence information available on NCBI, speci�c primers were designed for PCR ampli�cation of
IFS cDNA genes. The PCR products were run on an agarose gel, and the approximate size of the amplicon
was 1566bp. (Fig. 5a & b) for both IFS1 and IFS2. The amplicon obtained was then gel eluted and cloned
into the pENTR/D-TOPO vector. The cloning of IFS1 & IFS2 was con�rmed using plasmid PCR and
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restriction digestion (PvuII). PvuII restriction enzyme has two cut positions (174, 812) in the TOPO entry
vector. We found a linear band of 2204bp (1566bp insert + 638bp vector) and 1942bp vector backbone in
the case of both IFS1 and IFS2 (Fig. 5c). The released inserts were then sequenced commercially by the
Sanger sequencing method (Chromus Pvt. ltd.). After that, the gene sequences were submitted to the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank (Accession no. KP843618.1
& KT581120.1). The 1566bp long IFS1 and IFS2 coding sequences showed 92.98% identity to each other
with 110 nucleotides difference (S2). The amino acid sequence of IFS1 and IFS2 was also aligned, which
showed 97.12 % identity to each other with 12 amino acid differences out of 521 amino acid residues
(S3). The 3D models prepared for both IFS1 and IFS2 using RoseTTAFold showed over 94.8% and 96.5%
of the residues in the most favoured region (Fig. 6 & 7). The IFS isoforms showed minor differences in
their tertiary structures, but their predicted interactions with other proteins differed signi�cantly. In the
interaction study done using STRING, IFS2 intriguingly showed a maximum interaction with chalcone
isomerase (CHI) with a score of 0.933 (Fig. 8 & S4), which was not the case for IFS1. Dastmalchi et al 
(2016) studied the interactions and subcellular localisation of major enzymes involved in iso�avone
biosynthesis. This study's interesting �nding was the interaction of Chalcone reductase (GmCHR14) with
GmIFS2, but not with GmIFS1. We also got a similar result in the in-silico analysis. GmCHR14 is present
upstream of the iso�avone synthase in the phenylpropanoid pathway responsible for the biosynthesis of
iso�avones. A recent study conducted CRISPR mediated knockdown of IFS1 in which the mutants had
nearly all the physiological processes intact, indicating a role of IFS2 (Dinkins et al. 2021). However, a
peculiar �nding of this study was more effect of IFS1 knockdown on genistein rather than daidzein
accumulation, which could explain the more content of daidzein in the Bragg than genistein. It, therefore,
appears that IFS2 is more suited for the formation of metabolon (a multi-enzyme complex), which may
help in e�cient and effective substrate channelling leading to a higher accumulation of iso�avone
through this pathway. Thus, over-expression of IFS2 can enhance iso�avone levels.

Conclusions
In this study, the 'Bragg' phenotype was identi�ed to have the highest iso�avone content among the 17
cultivars. The total iso�avone content and genistein: daidzein ratio in these cultivars negatively correlates
with off-�avour determining parameters like carbonyl value and TBA number. This inverse relation
indicates the role of iso�avones in off-�avour removal due to their antioxidant effect. Thus, a cultivar with
higher content of iso�avones might have increased protection against oxidative damage. A higher IFS2
gene expression corresponds to higher iso�avone levels in soybean seeds than IFS1. The cloning and in
silico analysis of IFS1 and IFS2 showed more interactions of IFS2 with other proteins in the iso�avone
biosynthesis pathway, supported by earlier studies in the same direction. Further investigations of
interactions between CHR, IFS isoforms, and other pathway proteins can provide new insights into
developing innovative strategies for metabolic engineering. The development of soy plants over-
expressing IFS can minimise the genotypic differences allowing us to compare the variation under high
iso�avone and low iso�avone conditions with the same genotypic background w.r.t. off-�avour
generation.
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                   Variety Genistein
(µg/gm)

Daidzein
(µg/gm)

Total Isoflavones
(µg/gm)

Genistein:  
 Daidzein Ratio

Yellow
Seed Coat

PK
1042

410.69 ±
42.81c

661.65 ±
19.5a

1072.34 ± 60.19b 1.61

BRAGG 600.26 ±
32.71b

546.16 ±
11.77b

1146.42 ± 43.47a 0.91

PUSA
16

159.33 ±
8.61i

78.99 ±
3.8k

238.32 ± 12.34l 0.5

PUSA
22

212.85 ±
3.86g

118.87 ±
5.33j

331.72 ± 9.17jk 0.56

PUSA
24

333.13 ±
27.72de

244.73 ±
2.26e

577.86 ± 27.43e 0.73

PUSA
37

185.19 ±
9.69ghi

150.88 ±
2.33hi

336.07 ± 10.84ij 0.81

PUSA
40

108.39 ±
3.2j

45.14 ±
4.19l

153.53 ± 7.22m 0.42

PUSA
9814

246.78 ±
3.92f

156.76 ±
2.87h

403.54 ± 5.88h 0.64

PK 416 301.75 ±
30.4e

91.32 ±
8.21k

393.07 ± 22.32h 0.3

SL 525 625.16 ±
59.02a

378.05 ±
15.32c

1003.21 ± 67.59c 0.6

Black seed
coat

BS 1 276.90 ±
2.75f

371.17 ±
31.6c

648.07 ± 34.28d 1.34

AMSS
34

248.22 ±
2.74f

117.96 ±
10.39j

366.19 ± 12.09i 0.48

EC
109514

263.12 ±
14.2f

317.96 ±
3.95d

581.08 ± 17.89ef 1.21

EC
114526

329.24 ±
39.75d

203.74 ±
3.68f

532.98 ± 43.33f 0.62

UPSL
340

176.51 ±
6.81hi

124.83 ±
4.44j

301.34 ± 11.23k 0.71

UPSL
785

272 ± 6.34f 179.21 ±
5.7g

451.21 ± 1.69g 0.66

UPSL
19

201.12 ±
6.1gh

150.64 ±
6.1i

351.76 ± 4.05ij 0.75
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An average of 3 biological replicates ± standard deviation (SD) are presented here.

Duncan's multiple range tests (DMRT) was performed to check the statistical difference for

the isoflavone content at 5% level of significance (p<0.05).

 

Table 2:  Correlation coefficients between different variables viz. including isoflavones,

genistein, Genistein: Daidzein (G:D) ratio, Carbonyl value and TBA number in soybean

genotypes

Isoflavones 1        
Genistein 0.95 1      
G:D ratio 0.59 0.80 1    
Carbonyl Value 0.09 -0.12 -0.42 1  
TBA Number 0.02 -0.16 -0.41 0.76 1
  Isoflavones Genistein G:D ratio Carbonyl Value TBA Number

Figures
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Figure 1

A representative chromatogram of soybean variety (PK1042) for iso�avone estimation. Peaks
corresponding to major iso�avones i.e., daidzein and genistein are labelled. 
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Figure 2

Determination of TBA number (An Index of Lipid Peroxidation) in 17 soybean genotypes. Values
presented are the calculated averages of 3 replicates ± standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 3

Carbonyl Value estimation in of in 17 soybean genotypes. Values presented are the calculated averages
of 3 replicates ± standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 4

Variation in the Iso�avone synthase (IFS1&2) gene expression and corresponding iso�avone
accumulation in contrasting (Bragg = High iso�avone content and PUSA 40 = Low iso�avone content)
soybean genotypes at three stages of seed development. Values presented are the calculated averages of
3 replicates ± standard deviation (SD).

Figure 5

PCR ampli�cation of IFS1 (a) and IFS2 transcript (b). PvuII digestion products (2204bp and 1942 bp) of
IFS1 & IFS2 cloned into the pENTR-D-TOPO vector (c).
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Figure 6

3D structure of IFS1 (a) and IFS2 (b) generated using RoseTTAFold. Also shown is the naringenin (a
substrate for genistein formation) bound at the binding site of IFS2. 
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Figure 7

Ramachandran plot generated on the MolProbity server for IFS1 (a) and IFS2 (b) 3D models.

Figure 8

Protein-protein interactions for (a) IFS1 (b) IFS2 prepared using STRING [IFS1: Iso�avone synthase 1;
IFS2: Iso�avone synthase 2; HIDH 2-Hydroxyiso�avone dehydratase; GLYMA13G24210.1:
Uncharacterised (SAM-binding methyltransferase superfamily); F3H: Flavanone 3-Hydroxylase; F3H2:
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Uncharacterised (Flavanone 3-Hydroxylase); CHI: Chalcone-�avanone Isomerase; DFR2: Dihydro�avonol-
4-reductase; details in S4]
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